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Tourism  is vital for many countries due to the large intake of money."vital" means ........

attractive necessary famous known

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Engage in activities that add value to the community."engage" means ........

take part send in take vacation draw out

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There it is considered proper Indian etiquette to eat with your hands. " proper" means ........

illegal impossible impolite acceptable

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There also existed an annual ritual in Babylonia."annual" means ........

daily yearly monthly numerously

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Courtesy is crucial in all business dealings. "courtesy" means ........

rude behavoir table manner

polite behavior business relationship

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The shrine cities  in Iraq emerged as the most important Shiite centers of learning. "emerged"

means ........

covered became known conquered became aware

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Baath government has created some shifts in that pattern."shifts" mean ........

organizations offers changes differences

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You will feel poetic or heroic just looking at these ruins. 'Ruins'means................. .

destroyed buildings modern  buildings

crowded buildings wonderful buildings

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The Lebanes strive to avoid causing another person public embarrassment."avoid" means ........

prevent not consider represent not use

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Gifts giving takes place between family and close friends on birthdays. "takes place" means ......

divides happens receives offers

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The castle is all that remains of a much earlier castle which was demolished by the

Venetians."demolished" means ........

completed constructed destroyed located

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Honor requires that Egyptians demonstrate hospitality to friends."demonstrate" means ........

stop reject demand show

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Women should wear elegant business suits, dresses or pantsuits."elegant" means ........

beautiful general traditional ugly

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Indian etiquette is quite formal,a mix of both western and Asian culture."etiquette" means ........

business relationship relative status of men and women

business meeting formal rules for polite behaviour

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We are aware of the enormous impact religion has in influencing the customs."enormous"

means ........

very little very much very good very bad

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a system of.............  and ethics that stresses the obligation of people towards one another . 

behave behaves behaviors behavioral

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

....................is the guiding philosophy for the Japanese in family and society.

Rudeness Impolietness Delay Harmony

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

........................... is a place of interest where tourists visit historical significance.

Communication style Tourist destination

Business meeting Tourist information

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The culture of ...............means you like to invite people to your home.

rejecting removing punishing hospitality

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The concept of face in China roughly translates as honor,good,or respect. 'roughly' means............ .

almost really exactly never

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The .............of Japan is about 125,000,000 including two million foreign residents.

population location pollution communication

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the United Nations,Nouruz was named as .................

end of the old year first day of the year

international day of peace national day

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Crusaders expanded the castle to its present existence and built two rings of walls around

it."expanded" means ........

����� ���	
 ����� ���� ����� ��� ����� �� �� ��

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After a month of intense disscusion , the deputies informally agreed on national 

reconciliation."reconciliation" means ........

������� ��� ���� ����� �� �� !"#

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In addition to the handshake one is obliged to ask about family and weather."oblige" means ........

���� ��$ �%&# ���� '()$ ���� �*�+ ���� �"�,$

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Greetings are crucial in Senegal and their importance should never be underestimated."crucial"

means ........

'���$ -����$ � . ���# /0$ 1� 	�

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This busy commercial harbor is set in a huge entertainment and shopping complex."huge"

means ........

1��� �) 2 34��$ �) 2 51(� �) 2 67� �) 2

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One way to build and maintain relationship is  greeting. "maintain" means ........

���� �  8� ���� ���� ���� �$��� �� �9� ��:0�

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Turkey was the center of an ancient empire that has lasted well into the modern ages."ancient"

means ........

�;�% �� �<)� 51(� ��;�1�%

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Religious differences are built into government and politics."religious differences" mean ........

�=�>�� ?��&�2� �:>@$ ��> ?��4� �
�����2 ?��&�2�

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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